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Dear Inspired Woman,

This little booklet is for YOU. Contained within is a series of

questions and activities that will help you to explore you and the

vision you want to create for yourself. You can use all of the

pages, or complete whatever resonates with you.

I hope you find the booklet helpful and insightful. Please reach

out if you have any questions - I am here to help! I also welcome

you to share any feedback or outcomes. I would love to hear if

the booklet's activities provided growth and learning for you.

With loving kindness,

Work towards the YOU you want

B e c k



Your core values are your fundamental beliefs. They help you determine right from wrong
and determine how you show up in the world.
Using the list of words for inspiration on the next page, choose and write down every core
value that resonates with you. Do not overthink your selections; there is no wrong value.
As you read through the list, simply write down the words that feel like a core value to you
personally. Notice which thoughts and values show up the most. If you think of a value
you possess that is not on the list, be sure to write it down as well.

Now turn those values into an intention. How do you want to show up in this world? Who
do you want to be? Write a powerful, positive present tense statement. Make sure you
believe it! Include 1-3 of your values in your statement.



Abundance
Acceptance

Accountability
Achievement
Advancement
Adventure
Advocacy
Ambition

Appreciation
Attractiveness

Autonomy
Balance

Being the Best
Benevolence

Boldness
Brilliance
Calmness
Caring

Challenge
Charity

Cheerfulness
Cleverness
Community
Commitment
Compassion
Cooperation
Collaboration
Consistency
Contribution
Creativity
Credibility

Curiosity
Daring

Decisiveness
Dedication

Dependability
Diversity
Empathy

Encouragement
Enthusiasm

Ethics
Excellence

Expressiveness
Fairness
Family

Friendships
Flexibility
Freedom

Fun
Generosity

Grace
Growth

Flexibility
Happiness

Health
Honesty
Humility
Humour

Inclusiveness
Independence
Individuality
Innovation

Inspiration
Intelligence
Intuition

Joy
Kindness

Knowledge
Leadership
Learning

Love
Loyalty

Making a Difference
Mindfulness
Minimalism
Motivation
Optimism

Open-Mindedness
Originality

Passion
Peace

Perfection
Performance

Personal Development
Playfulness
Popularity

Power
Preparedness

Proactive
Punctuality

Quality
Recognition

Relationships

Reliability
Resilience

Responsibility
Responsiveness
Resourcefulness

Risk Taking
Safety

Satisfaction
Security

Self-Control
Selflessness

Service
Simplicity
Spirituality

Stability
Success

Teamwork
Thankfulness

Thoughtfulness
Traditionalism
Trustworthiness
Understanding

Uniqueness
Usefulness
Versatility

Vision
Warmth
Wealth

Well-Being
Wisdom

Zeal



Your goals are your intention and values in action. Your goals are the things you do in
service to who you want to be in the world. As you set your goals, ask yourself if these
goals serve your future you in alignment with your values and intention.
What things would you like to accomplish in the next month? Next six months? Next year?
Write S.M.A.R.T goals. Specific. Measurable. Attainable. Relevant. Timely.
Name the resources, tools or people that will help you accomplish your goals.
What challenges or fears do you have around your goals. How will you overcome them?
How will you feel when you achieve your goals?
How will you celebrate your achievements?



Feeling Seen & Solidarity
When and what were you doing to ever ‘feel seen’?
What will you do to feel more seen?
What can you do to help others feel more seen?
What are the ways you can show solidarity for others?

Learnings & Healings
What healing needs to be done in the coming months?
Through your past experiences, how can these learnings support you going forward?
Are there any behaviours that you want to see yourself do less or do more of?



Commitment to Yourself
How are you going to take care of yourself?
What rituals do you have or can create for taking care of yourself?
A practice is a daily commitment to yourself. What is your practice, or what will be your
practice?

Your Commitment to the Planet
What will you stop doing because of your care for the planet?
What are some ways you can contribute to the alternative systems that need normalising
for the planet to exist in the future?
Who can support you to take micro actions?



Larger Than Us
How could you contribute to your local community?
What commitment can you make to wider society?
What commitment can you make to future generations?

Joy, Kindness and Pleasure
What does joy and pleasure feel like to you?
How can you feel and spread more kindness?
How do you want to create and experience joy and pleasure?
Who will be a part of these experiences?



Relationships
Who do you turn to? List the people you have in your life under each heading. Are there
gaps? Are some people spread too thin, carrying too many roles for you? What do you
need more?

Nourishes me
Inspires me

Brings me joy
I enquire with
Comforts me

Brings laughter
I am still with
Cares for me
Stretches me

Strengthens me
Teaches me

Sees me
I can rely on
Mentors me



at the end
Life
begins

O F  Y O U R

zone
comfort



Know your why!

Get clear on your soul's desires.

Act without expectation.

Abundance flows to you and through you.

Own your success and trust the Universe.

Reach out before you tweak out! Ask for help. Be open to
receiving help, coaching, guidance in its many forms.

Your satisfaction relies on you living your values driven
intention.

"A well-crafted intention starts with
your values and becomes a statement
about how you want to show up in the

world." Christie Inge 
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